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This essay attempts to make the case for including–even embracing–men in the
fight for gender equality. I do not mean to argue that men should supplant women
in this struggle, or that enlisting men implies dismissing or diminishing women. My
aim instead is to make this fight less isolated and more practical, and to attack the
so-called women’s problem with a broader, blunter tool. If men believe in equality,
then expanding that belief to explicitly include women is not a leap of logic or act of
charity. It is instead a basic extension of a truth already deemed self-evident, and a
channel through which men can begin to redefine their own identities and interests.
Men have been an obstacle to women’s equality for a very long time. Perhaps the
moment has come to make them part of the solution as well.

I

n 1689, John Locke published his First Treatise of Government, positing, as part
of a broader argument against patriarchal monarchy, that the rights of mothers should be taken as seriously as those of fathers.1 “The Husband and Wife,”
he noted, have “different understandings . . . [and] different wills.” But with regard “to the things of their common Interest and Property . . . the Wife [has] full
and true possession of what by Contract is her peculiar Right, and . . . the Husband
[has] no more power over her Life, than she has over his.” After an exhaustive
summary of the Bible–his era’s source of all guidance–Locke concludes that,
“far from Establishing the Monarchical Power of the Father,” the Scriptures instead
“set up the Mother equal with him, and injoyn’d nothing but was due in common,
to both Father and Mother.”2
Locke went on, of course, to write his better-known and more radical Second
Treatise, entire passages of which were borrowed, almost verbatim, in the Declaration of Independence.3 His theories of governance inspired the American and
French revolutions; his views on property rights carved the foundation for the
modern capitalist state.4 But his views on women and gender equality slipped
largely from public discourse over the succeeding centuries, as did his intellectual connection between the public reins of power and the private realms of home.
When feminist scholarship settles on Locke, it tends to do so unfavorably, reading–and painting–him as a sexist, or misogynist, or worse. 5
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So, too, with Friedrich Engels. In his 1884 treatise on The Origin of the Family,
Private Property and the State, Engels lays out a vast and sweeping history of the
family, arguing that “the first division of labour is that between man and woman for child breeding.”6 In pre-industrial times, he posited, this division was a
gentle one, with men doing more of the hunting and women more of the gathering, trapping, and cooking.7 There was no private property in the ancient past; no
marriage deals or feminine submission.8 As societies embraced industrialization,
however, women’s prescribed role as breeders forced them back into the home,
tethering them increasingly to the chores that their factory-bound husbands had
now left behind. “[W]hen [a woman] fulfils her duties in the private service of her
family,” he explained, “she remains excluded from public production and cannot
earn anything; and when she wishes to take part in public industry and earn living
independently, she is not in a position to fulfil her family duties.”9
Like Locke, Engels is primarily known for bigger and more influential texts.
His theories, comingled with those of frequent coauthor, Karl Marx, provided the
intellectual foundation for an entire school of thought, and an economic vision
whose goals were diametrically opposed to those of John Locke. Yet ironically perhaps, on the subject of women, Engels resuscitated a piece of the connection that
Locke had proposed nearly two centuries earlier. Like Locke, Engels saw an innate and important connection between the rights of women and those afforded “mankind” more generally. Like Locke (but going considerably further in his
analysis), Engels saw the family as a crucial social structure, and one whose organization revealed broader patterns of power and privilege. “The modern family,” he wrote, “contains in miniature all the contradictions which later extend
throughout society and its state.”10
Scholars can argue–and almost certainly will–about the extent of both Locke’s
and Engel’s concern for gender equality.11 Were they really interested in, much less
perturbed by, the fate of wives and mothers? Or were women just bit players in
their revolutionary views, the backdrop against which the more important battles
were to be waged? The texts are too ambiguous to ever yield a definitive answer.
But what makes Locke and Engels so intriguing on the topic of equality is that
they did at least mention women, and think about women, under the intellectual auspices of equality. They were (White, straight, cis, old, wealthy) male thinkers who nevertheless bridged the divide between the personal and the political,
not because they were necessarily aiming to address women’s standing, but because they understood women’s standing as a necessary component of a just political order. They disagreed fundamentally on what this order would be and how it
might be brought to fruition, but they understood that equality–of gender as well
as class–was a crucial part of the process.12
Such inclusion is generally not part of the standard philosophical canon. On
the contrary, the fight for gender equality has typically been waged outside the
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mainstream of male-dominated thought; waged by women, overwhelmingly, and
mostly from the margins of political discourse. While equality’s supporters are legion, well-heeled, and well-positioned, advocates for gender equality–like those
for racial equality–have been fewer and more segregated. Put bluntly, it has been
mostly women fighting and writing for gender equality; mostly people of color
advocating for racial justice. And to many in the trenches, it’s better that way.
Feminists, in particular, have been loath to let men into their fight, wary of ceding
power, once again, in this most personal of struggles. And who can blame them?
Men’s voices have historically dominated every other fight, argument, and victory. Surely, women should own and dominate the pursuit of their own rights.
This essay, however, will take a different tack. I will try to make the case for including–even embracing–men in the fight for gender equality. I do not mean to
argue that men should supplant women in this struggle, or that enlisting men implies dismissing or diminishing women. My aim instead is to make this fight less
isolated and more practical, and to attack the so-called women’s problem with a
broader, blunter tool.
Men have been an obstacle to women’s equality for a very long time. Perhaps
the moment has come to make them part of the solution as well.

T

he first question a good feminist might pose on the topic of men is “why?”
Why, after centuries of neglecting women’s issues (at best) or deriding
them (or worse), should men be given any voice or agency in the struggle
for gender equality?
Let me begin with what I fundamentally believe to be the wrong answer. Men
should not enter the fight for women’s rights just because it’s the right thing to do
(even though it is). They shouldn’t be cajoled or bullied into joining; they shouldn’t
be dragged kicking and screaming to the march. We’ve tried that and it doesn’t
work. Bullying rarely does. Guilt, as a prodder of political action, is even worse.13
Instead, the arguments for inclusion cluster into two broad categories: those
that are focused on men’s specific issues, and those that are focused more on
women’s. Both are crucial and relatively straightforward.
On the male side of the equation, it is useful to begin with the broadest proposition, one that men have been making, and agreeing with, since at least the time
of Locke: that all people are created equal. Yes, Locke used the word “men.” Yes,
he and his successors were almost certainly referring only to White men, and
probably landed ones as well. But the idea of equality–the basic, primal preference for fairness; for a society that does not discriminate among its members;
for opportunities that are widely distributed and open to all–is widespread and
long-standing. If men believe in equality, then expanding that belief to explicitly
include women is not a leap of logic or an act of charity. It is instead a basic extension of a truth already deemed self-evident.
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Beyond the realm of theory, meanwhile, the pursuit of gender equality has measurable, tangible benefits, for men as well as women. As of 2018, women’s paid labor accounted for 40 percent of total economic activity in the United States, and
37 percent in the world.14 In Japan, economists have estimated that expanding the
number of women in the workplace could raise the country’s GDP by up to 50 percent.15 In the corporate sector, recent studies demonstrate that firms with a greater representation of women on their boards significantly outperform the market.16 Ditto with women in the C-suite.17 On a purely economic basis, therefore,
having greater economic opportunities for women creates greater prosperity for
all. Equality works.
Equality is also crucial for that most basic of all human tasks: the labor of reproduction. Once upon a time, men could advance their procreative interests–
and did so–by controlling women’s fertility. They married virgins and demanded
fidelity and ensured their genetic longevity through their offspring. Gender equality was not required; on the contrary, men furthered their reproductive interests
by repressing women. But not any longer. Instead, in most parts of the world now,
advances in reproductive technologies–contraception, in vitro fertilization, egg
freezing, and the like–have freed the process of procreation from both the dictates of Mother Nature and the demands of men. Women have far greater control
over their reproductive destinies than was ever the case in the past, and the onceiron bond between sex and procreation has been forever severed.18 As a result, the
balance of power between the sexes has been subtly but powerfully altered. If men
want children (and genetically speaking, they do), they have to offer a different
bargain to women than that which prevailed in the past. They have to invest in
women’s happiness and prosperity, and share power with them.
We see elements of this shifting equilibrium already in China, where a generation of female infanticide has produced a skewed ratio of men to women, and
thus a distinctly more competitive market for marriage. Men in China, and particularly those without financial resources, are being forced to import brides from
abroad, are engaging in human trafficking, and, when all else fails, are simply forgoing sex and marriage.19 Taken to its extreme, women’s inequality in a world
of reproductive choice does not end well for men. Less dramatically, we see evidence too from Japan, where increasing numbers of young women are opting out
of what have long been deeply unequal relationships. Given a choice between the
country’s traditional marriage compact–in which the wife stays home and the
husband works–and a more independent lifestyle, women are electing to stay in
their careers and out of relationships. Marriage rates are plummeting as a result
and fertility has dropped well below the level of population replacement. In 2013,
a survey by Japan’s Family Planning Association found that 45 percent of women
aged sixteen to twenty-four “were not interested in or despised sexual contact.”20
“I have a great life,” reports one young working woman. “I go out with my girl149 (1) Winter 2020
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friends–career women like me–to French and Italian restaurants. . . . I love my
independence.”21 Increasingly, men are being cut out of women’s lives in Japan, a
situation that presumably carries costs for them both.22
Finally, and perhaps less cynically, the once-dominant White male ruling class
is itself beginning to morph and evolve. Not quickly, to be sure, and not (in some
quarters) without a massive fight. But evolving all the same. Twenty-three percent
of men in the United States identified in 2017 as non-White.23 Four percent were
gay or queer or somewhere beyond the traditional gender binary. Thirty-one percent were disabled or unemployed.24 One doesn’t have to accept the entire umbrella of intersectionality to see that some groups of men will eventually see themselves reflected in what once was the “other.” They will see their interests, not
to mention their wives’ and sisters’ and mothers’ and daughters’ interests, as inextricably connected to and advanced by universal equal rights. Women’s rights
really are human rights. They always have been. Only now, it may be increasingly
in men’s interest to fight for those rights. Because they need them too.
Yes, I know. Letting men into the tent of gender equality just at the moment
when it suits their self-interest risks obviating the struggle that women have
fought, alone, for so long. It risks prioritizing their problems and preferences over
women’s. I would suggest, however, that winning the war here is worth losing the
battle. If men can truly embrace gender equality as human equality; if they can
see the fight for human rights as a fight for all humans’ rights, then we should enlist them in the effort.
The final piece of the “why” is the most prosaic, and comes directly from women’s needs and interests. And unlike the arguments above, it is grounded directly
in the mathematics of power. As of 2018, after more than a century of struggle; after the suffragettes and the feminists and the UN declarations and sisterhoods of
all sorts and colors, women still only hold roughly 16 percent of our planet’s seats
of power.25 There were only twenty female heads of state in 2018, or 6.3 percent.
Twenty-four Fortune 500 CEOs, just under 5 percent. Forty-eight of the past 892
Nobel Prize winners. We are, whether we like it or not, still struggling from the
sidelines, marching and protesting and sighing collectively in well-meaning retreats. But we aren’t in a position to affect real change, because we don’t have the
seats at the table. We can try to seize them, or squeeze our way in, but neither of
those has yet proven effective. So we need to go, at least in part, to where the power lies. And that, still, is with men.

O

ver the past decade, I have spoken at dozens and dozens of women’s
events: at corporate retreats, campus town halls, book signings, and
think tank panels. I have spoken before government officials, college students, middle managers, medical residents, and law firm associates. Nearly all of
these events were billed as conversations on gender in the workplace. Hardly any
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were restricted to women. And yet, time and time again, there were only a tiny
handful of men in the audience–usually from the organization’s human resources and audiovisual departments. I understand. These are scary rooms for the average male, full of potentially angry women talking about almost-certainly awkward topics. Harassment. Maternity leaves. Breastfeeding. But that, of course,
is part of the problem. If men are ever to engage fully with the issues of gender
equality, they need to be in the rooms where conversations about gender are happening. And women need to invite them in.
Once inside, men then need to understand that there are specific things they
can do–particularly in the workplace–that will advance the cause of women’s
rights, and of equality more generally.
First, they can and must put an end to bad behavior, both theirs and that of
their colleagues and associates. Men need to learn what sexual harassment is and
how to spot it. Particularly at the managerial level, they need to take responsibility
for ensuring a safe and inclusive workplace, and for reporting and following up on
violations that occur. Otherwise, the full burden of monitoring falls to the most
vulnerable: to the people, usually women, who are being harassed or the few senior members of the group, usually women again, who are seen as innately sympathetic. Instead, the people who wield real authority in an organization must
move against any form of harassment. They have to define it, speak out against
it, put processes in place for both reporting and investigation, and punish those
who are found to be in violation. Crucially, they can’t do these things after the
fact, or when a colleague is publicly called out by the media. Instead, they need–
at the very highest levels–to treat harassment as akin to embezzlement or business fraud; as behavior that must, and will, be stopped.
In doing so, they might borrow a page from the kind of bystander intervention that has been well-received and effective on many high school and college
campuses.26 The theory behind this approach is that it is men–often, the most
popular and powerful men on campus–who know who the perpetrators of sexual violence are. And it is men who can most easily stop them. They have to feel
empowered to do so, though; have to feel that traipsing into the always-fraught
currents of sexual misbehavior is not an activity restricted to women. Everyone,
meanwhile–women and men, victims and alleged perpetrators–must have processes and guidelines around them, so that the rules are clear and no one is thrust
into the murky role of personal adjudication. What rules? These, too, will need
to be defined and debated by the community at large. They will need to be spelled
out and discussed, however painful that might be, and owned by the people at the
very top. Most of whom, for the moment at least, are likely to be men.
Men in the workplace can also advance gender equality by sponsoring the
women around them. “Sponsor” is a very specific term, coined by economist Sylvia Ann Hewlett in her 2013 book Forget a Mentor, Find a Sponsor, and it remains an
149 (1) Winter 2020
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underused tool of influence.27 Lots of organizations assign mentors; lots of young
people think they have one. But study after study has demonstrated that mentorship, particularly for women and people of color, is weak.28 What works instead,
Hewlett has shown, is sponsorship: a relationship in which a senior person, male
or female, takes an active role and interest in a junior person’s career. Sponsors
fight for their person; they give advice and honest feedback. They show up and
go to bat on behalf of another person’s career. Admittedly, sponsorship can get
tricky across lines of sex and race and gender. It doesn’t work if people sponsor
only those who look like them. But some of the strongest cases I’ve ever seen involved men in positions of power taking a deep (nonsexual, nonromantic) interest in younger women’s careers. When men invest in these colleagues, they can be
a powerful force for change–not only for the women involved, but for equality
of opportunity more generally. Lean In founder and Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg, for instance, frequently describes the role economist Larry Summers played
in encouraging and supporting her career. Journalist Tina Brown credits publisher S. I. Newhouse for investing in her leadership. Condoleezza Rice credits Josef
Korbel, a professor and former diplomat, as “one of the most central figures in my
life.”29 These are hugely accomplished women, of course, who have built extraordinary careers. But the practice of sponsorship applies across class, race, and industry. It’s not enough for men at the top to care about equality, or laud it in theory. They must invest in the work of advancement itself, person by person and life
by life.
Finally, men in the workplace can have tremendous impact by fighting on their
own behalf for rights and privileges typically seen as women’s. The most important of these is parental leave, a fraught and complicated situation whose history is worth briefly recounting. Prior to the 1970s, working women who gave birth
either simply stopped working (if they could afford to) or found some way to arrange for infant and child care.30 In the 1970s, though, as women started to enter managerial positions in larger numbers and to fight, accordingly, for workplace rights, maternity leaves became increasingly common. The specifics varied
country by country, of course, but most followed a basic format. They gave women
time off (either paid or unpaid) to engage in a distinctly medical event: the physical birth of a child. Only women could take maternity leave, therefore, and only
women were left with their subsequent and lopsided effects: as study after study
has now revealed, most women never fully recover, professionally speaking, from
their maternity leaves.31 They lose momentum at their workplace; they are perceived as less eager contributors when they return; they never fully compensate
for the lost wages and missed rungs of the promotional ladder.
In an effort to redress these inequities, many countries began in the 1990s to
pass more gender-neutral policies, recasting birth (and including adoption) as family matters rather than medical conditions.32 Which was clearly a step in the right
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direction. The problem, though, was that the policies didn’t really work. More specifically, even when fathers received incredibly generous paternity leaves–Iceland, for example offered three months plus an additional three months of shared
leave–most men didn’t take them. In fact, in Sweden, heralded as having among
the world’s most gender-equal policies, men still accounted for less than one-quarter of all parental leaves in 2018.33
This is a bigger problem than it might seem. Because if only women (or a handful of gay dads) take parental leave, then the role of parent will remain stubbornly fixed as female. Women will bear the burden, at both workplace and home, and
men will perpetuate the stereotype of fatherhood as a second-order priority.
Thankfully, though, this is one problem that is almost laughably easy to fix.
MEN: TAKE PATERNITY LEAVE! Take all you can, and then take some more. Fight
for more generous leaves. Lobby your employer (or union, or political representative) for family care leaves and flexible hours and part-time situations that enable all parents–all people–to be present for their families without compromising
their wage-earning work. By defining parenthood as gender-neutral and actively
affirming their own commitments as parents, men can significantly move the needle for women in the workplace. More important, they can help nudge all of us toward a more equal society, one in which no one’s work or identity is restricted to
the dictates of their gender.
Meanwhile, of course, and aside from their behavior in the workplace, men
have significant roles to play in advancing gender equality at home and in society.
In the early days of feminism, it was enough, perhaps, for men to support their
wives’ causes; to “let” their wives work and suppress their own anger if the meatloaf was late to the table. Not any longer. Now, supporting true gender equality
means enlisting men to reshape gender norms more generally: not just those of
their wives, but of their daughters, their sons, their mothers, and themselves.
Historically, we know that every generation mimics the one before it, albeit with the twists of technology and teenage rebellion. Children absorb societal
norms at a very young age, and replicate the world they see around them. Give a
boy a truck and he will learn to love it. Tell him not to cry and he won’t. If we want
these norms to change at a societal level–and true gender equality demands they
do–then men need to play a crucial role, along with women, in rethinking and reshaping their most basic forms of interaction. The words they use. The games they
play. The way they raise their children. Women simply can’t make these changes
themselves. Instead, men need to be part of the process, adapting and embracing
it as their own. What does this mean in practice? It means raising girl children to
be as strong–intellectually, athletically, emotionally–as boys, and allowing boy
children to escape from the traditional constraints of masculinity. It means redivvying chores along gender-neutral lines: let the women in town coach the soccer
games, perhaps, and have the men bake brownies. Let dad remember to make the
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dental appointments while mom works late. These things may sound trivial, but
they are the patterns, writ large, that determine and divide our lives. If men want
to advance women’s equality, they need to adjust their own behavior, not simply
rely on women to adjust theirs. Some of that adjustment, as mentioned above, will
come from not doing the bad things: harassment, discrimination, catcalls, and
mansplaining. And some will come from the harder but ultimately more important work of shifting roles and norms and responsibilities. Let a man brag about
how much his wife earns or how hard she works. Let a boy cry.
Which leads to my final point. Ultimately, working for gender equality isn’t only
about helping women, or even addressing a centuries’ old imbalance. It’s much bigger, which is why men’s inclusion is so vital. Too often, we see the gender struggle
as just that: a zero-sum game in which any gains for women must come at the expense of men. Or even, more generously, as a pie in need of expanding before any
set of players can grab a bigger slice. I am arguing for a more radical reformulation.
Rather than rebalancing our current set of gender relations, we need to reconceive
them, transforming not only women’s roles, but men’s as well. We need to understand, and then transform, masculinity as profoundly as feminists have already
transformed traditional notions of femininity. And we can’t do that without men.

I

f you walk through the hallways of just about any major university these days,
you are bound to encounter a department of gender studies.34 Or gender and
sexuality studies. Or something with a vaguely similar name that didn’t exist
sixty years ago, back when anything related to gender or sexuality was either relegated to biology or not discussed at all.35 As feminism entered the cultural mainstream in the 1970s, though, and young women across the world started streaming
into universities that were once reserved for men, growing bands of scholars began to specialize in women’s issues: women’s history, women’s literature, women
in media or politics.36 Over time, these disciplines grew larger and more robust,
tackling female-focused topics that ranged across an interdisciplinary spectrum.
Beyond academia, meanwhile, feminism itself has gone mainstream–even
if, occasionally, under less politically loaded labels like “women’s leadership”
or “girl power.” There are powerful advocates for what is (sometimes derisively) called “corporate feminism” and adamant, persistent cries for gender pay equity.37 There are well-funded campaigns against female genital mutilation and
forced marriages; mainstream energies devoted to increasing women’s presence
on corporate boards and in the media. Which isn’t to say, of course, that the fight
for gender equality is anywhere close to complete. But at least we now understand
the challenges and constraints that women face. At least we recognize, both individually and as societies, that women’s roles are changing, and that change is
hard. We have put a name to Betty Friedan’s “problem that has no name.” And we
have started–slowly, painfully, in frustrating stops and starts–to solve it.
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By contrast, we know comparatively little about the issues men face, and about
how their identities and roles are changing as a result of both technological and
social change. We don’t know, because we haven’t really probed yet, how men’s
work can adapt to a world of working women. We don’t know how best to reconfigure both home and workplace for a postindustrial, gender-neutral age. These
are serious questions and ones that can only be addressed through the prisms of
both men’s and women’s lives. Or to put it more bluntly: we can’t achieve gender
equality for women without reconfiguring men’s roles as well.
Feminism’s grand project has been underway now for over a century. Its battles have been legendary and its victories instrumental in transforming many of
society’s most deeply held beliefs about women’s rights, roles, and liberties. But
completing the project for gender equality means rewriting the book on men as
well. Not just forcing men to comply with women’s demands, but freeing them to
redefine what manhood means in a world of gender equity.
Some of this rethinking has already begun.38 But, sadly, much of the emerging work on masculinity has been dominated by its angriest fringe: by men who
are primarily responding to what they see as feminism’s attack on their turf and
identity.39 We need to do better than this. To be sure, there will always be disagreements among the champions of each gender, and a wide spectrum of opinion and belief across the intimate landscapes of sex and change and power. Yet,
clearly, there must be room in equality’s tent to include people of all genders and
sexes. Isn’t that, in fact, precisely what an intellectual agenda of gender equality
demands?
Writing in 1884, Engels predicted that “the necessity of creating real social
equality” between men and women “will only be seen in the clear light of day
when both possess legally complete equality of rights.”40 Human equality, in other words, depends upon gender equality, which makes men–whether they like it
or not–both participants and victors in the fight for women’s rights.
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